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A Revolution in
Controlled Drug
Management

Simplify your
workflows

What is HS8?
HS8 is a comprehensive controlled drug management platform, designed
for use throughout all areas within hospitals where controlled drugs are
stored, including pharmacy, wards and theatres. The platform supports
deep integrations with existing systems and provides hospitals with a
completely paperless solution for their controlled drug processes.
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The HS8 Value Proposition

Governance

Compliance

Efficiency

Accuracy

Through improved visibility,
alerting, monitoring and
reporting, facilitating the
reduction of controlled
drug diversion and
misappropriation.

Through the enforcement
of precise & consistent
procedures to ensure
regulatory obligations
are met.

Through streamlining
and automation of
administrative tasks.

Through seamless
integration with
existing systems.

Minimise the risk of
drug diversion
Governance, Regulatory Compliance & Safety
HS8 is compliant with controlled drug regulations and provides
a number of intelligent functions to assist with medication
goverance, improving controlled drug safety and reducing
medication discrepancies, misappropriation or fraud.
System capabilities include:
Role and location based security helps reduce
the occurrence of fraudulent activity
Granular reporting and real-time alerting supports
improved investigative processes
Customisable workflows facilitate compliance
with regulatory requirements

Reduce operational costs
Register Accuracy & Operational Efficiencies
HS8 provides an extensive range of functions and integrations that
significantly streamline and automate medication related administrative
tasks. HS8 links register locations in real-time, eliminating the need
for double entry and significantly reducing the potential for errors.
System capabilities include:
Integration with existing pharmacy dispense and inventory systems
Integrated stock distribution between pharmacy, wards and theatres helps reduce
errors and maintain accuracy hospital-wide
Stock refill management functionality enables the pharmacy to proactively resupply
wards and theatres to help maintain optimal stock levels

Fast to learn,
easy to use
Advanced Functionality. Intuitive Design
HS8’s comprehensive functionality covers all controlled drug related
activity within a paperless solution whilst being quick to learn and
easy to use. Design collaboration with medical professionals has
produced a thoroughly considered interface that provides hospital
staff with an exceptional user experience.

Adaptable to all
hospital environments

Enterprise Ready & Fully Integrated
HS8 is configurable to work within all hospital environments.
This includes various technical architecture configurations
and integration with many existing systems.
Technical Overview:
Integrates with dispense, inventory and other systems
On-premise, hybrid-cloud or full cloud hosting options
Offline capability in case of system outages
Optimised for PC and Windows tablets
Supports Citrix environments

Comprehensive Training & Full Customer Support
Modeus is committed to providing outstanding training and
customer support. Our team has the knowledge and expertise
to train and support all users of the system.

Training

Support

Modeus offers both on-site
and remote training. Training
material and documentation
is provided.

Modeus provides exceptional
support governed by SLA
response and resolution
targets.
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